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Introduction

Unitary designs are a ubiquitous concept in quantum information theory and have numerous
applications. These range from randomized benchmarking to circuit complexity in the context of
black hole information scrambling. Uniform randomness is a central object in information theory and unitary t-designs are defined to mimic Haar randomness on the unitary group up to t-th
moments. In many applications considering a finite order of moments suffices.
A major advantage of unitary designs compared to full Haar randomness is that unitary designs
often require considerably fewer resources. Importantly, exact unitary 3-designs can be implemented by drawing a random unitary from the multi-qubit Clifford group. Clifford unitaries are
well-behaved in a number of ways: They can be efficiently simulated classically and are comparably easy to implement fault-tolerantly. In fact, the difference to non-Clifford gates is so stark that
modern resource theories of quantum computing treat Clifford gates as a free resource.
However, recent mathematical results show that higher designs can not be obtained exactly
without implementing full Haar-randomness [1, 2]. In seminal work [3], Brandao, Harrow and
Horodecki have proven that t-designs can, nevertheless, be implemented approximately with local
random quantum circuits of depth O(n2 t10 ). This is a powerful result with many implications for
assessing properties of random dynamics. That said, the full implementation of local random quantum circuits is daunting especially for near-term technology as it requires a fully fledged quantum
computer. Moreover, the resulting circuits will not be simulable in polynomial time even for small
fixed t. This is in stark contrast to the case of t = 3, where a unitary design can be implemented
with a randomly drawn Clifford unitary. This state of affairs suggest that – in some ways costly
– non-Clifford gates have to be inserted into a random Clifford circuit in order to uplift unitary
3-designs to approximate higher-order unitary designs. This leads us to the central question underlying this work: How many non-Clifford gates are required to generate an approximate unitary
t-design?

Results

In this work, we show that strikingly, the number on non-Clifford gates that need to be inserted
into a random Clifford circuit to generate a unitary t-design is independent of the system size and
the polynomial in t, provided that t is not too large, n ≥ O(t2 ).
Our result can be easily stated formaly. Let ν be a probability measure on the unitary group
U (d). The measure ν gives rise to a quantum channel
Z
∆t (ν)(ρ) :=

U ⊗t ρ U †

⊗t

dν(U ),

(1)

U(d)

which applies U ⊗t , with U chosen according to ν. We call a probability distribution ν an (additive)
ε-approximate t-design if
k∆t (ν) − ∆t (µHaar )k♦ ≤ ε.

(2)
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Here, k · k♦ is the diamond norm, which meaningfully captures channel distinguishability.
We consider uniformly drawn Clifford unitaries interleaved with a random single qubit gate
drawn from {K, K † , id}, where K is an arbitrary but fixed non-Clifford gate as illustrated in the
figure. Note that these circuits are simulable on a classical computer in polynomial time for any
fixed t. Our main result about these circuits is the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Unitary designs with few non-Clifford gates). Let K ∈ U (2) be a non-Clifford unitary.
Then a K-interleaved Clifford circuit with depth O(t4 log2 (t) log(1/ε)) acting on n = O(t2 ) qubits
is an additive ε-approximate t-design.
Surprisingly, again, the number of non-Clifford gates in this result is system-size independent.
Hence, their density is allowed to go down to zero in the limit of large system sizes. Our result
has several intriguing consequences: First, combined with the asymptotically optimal decomposition of Clifford unitaries [4] into standard generators, our construction features an overall number
of gates needed to generate a unitary t-design of O(n2 t4 log2 (t)/ log(n)). This is an improved
scaling compared to Ref. [3] in both t and n (for small t). Our construction can be seen as a
classical-quantum hybrid construction of unitary designs: The scaling is significantly improved by
outsourcing as many tasks as possible to a classical computer. Second, Theorem 1 ensures the existence of families of ε-approximate log1/4 (n)-designs that are classically simulable in polynomial
time by additionally invoking Ref. [5]. Third, in the light of the connection of unitary designs and
complexity developed in Ref. [6], we find that strong circuit complexity scales as Ω(k 1/4 ) with the
number of non-Clifford gates k independent of the system size.
In order to make contact with a circuit constructions with random local gates, we in our work additionally identify rigorous bounds on the convergence of random walks of local Clifford generators
to the moments of the uniform distribution on the Clifford group.
Theorem 3 (Local random Clifford designs). Let n ≥ 12t, then a local random Clifford circuit of
depth O(n2 log−2 (t)t9 log(1/ε)) constitutes an ε-approximate t-design with respect to the uniform
distribution on the Clifford group.
This result is of independent interest and signifcantly improves the previously indicated scaling of O(n8 ) [7]. Together with Theorem 1 it provides a construction for unitary t-designs with
a system-size-independent number of non-Clifford gates in terms of a circuit only consisting of
random local gates.

Techniques

A key tool we use is a recently established variant of the Schur-Weyl duality for the Clifford
group [8]. This describes the commutant of the t-th diagonal action of the Clifford group in terms
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of a concept from symplectic geometry over finite fields: so-called stochastic Lagrangian subspaces
T ∈ Σt,t of the vector space F2t
2 .
We prove various auxiliary results about these subspaces interesting in their own right. This
includes a quantitative bound on the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of the resulting basis, the
proof of which involves careful combinatorial bounds based on the statistics of cycles in random
permutations. One of the most involved auxiliary results is a structural bound on the overlap of
Lagrangian subspaces with the moment operator corresponding to the Haar measure.
Lemma 13 (Overlap of Lagrangian subspaces). For all t and for all T ∈ Σt,t \ St , it holds that
(QT | PHaar |QT ) ≤

7
,
8

(3)

where QT is the basis vector of the t-th commutant of the Clifford group corresponding to T and
PHaar = ∆t (µHaar ) is the t-th moment operator of the single-qubit unitary group U(2).
This is proven using a geometrical argument involving finite phase space methods. It is moreover
essentially optimal, as we find examples that saturate a lower bound of 7/10. We combine the
before-mentioned bounds with deep results from harmonic analysis about spectral gaps of Hecke
operators restricted to irreducible representations of Lie groups due to P. Varjú [9].
For our results on the convergence of random Clifford circuits, we use and further develop the
martingale method for lower bounding spectral gaps of frustration-free Hamiltonians pioneered by
Nachtergaele [10] and comparison techniques for random walks on finite groups by Diaconis and
Saloff-Coste [11]. In order to apply these techniques, we obtain bounds on the difference between
the uniform moment operator and the frame operator corresponding to the basis QT .
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